
Tulip in a can

A real novelty is the Tulip in a Can, a decorative can with a real Tulip bulb inside. After 

opening, the Tulip starts to grow and after six weeks it will flourish*.

The Tulip in a Can is more then just a promotional product. High quality labelling 

techniques and synthetic full colour laminated labels make the cans an exceptionally 

representative give-away. Specially tailor made for promotional events and other 

communicational purposes.

Trough a plastic full colour laminated label these cans are produced totally in your own 

design. This is already possible from 500 pieces up. We are also able to take care of the 

whole design trough our own design studio. Please ask us for the possibilities.  

 The Tulip bulb is a natural product and two standard procedures 

are applied:

 1) Pre-chilled tulip bulbs - from January to June **

 2) Non-chilled tulip bulbs - from July to December

The pre-chilled tulip bulbs starts to grow in about four weeks time 

after opening and watering the can and it will bloom after 6 weeks. 

(Important: the can with the pre-chilled tulip bulb should to be 

opened within four weeks by the receiver)

The cans with the non-chilled bulbs have to be placed in a 

refrigerator prior to opening (at a temperature of 5 to 8 degrees 

Celsius). After eight weeks the can can be opened and the tulip will 

bloom after approximately 6 weeks.

The colours of the flower can be chosen according your own wish, 

but considering the availability.

 * for pre-chilled tulip bulbs 

  ** subject to availabilty
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Artwork Guidelines for Tulips in a can label

When you supply us digital artwork for the production of labels, please note the details as follows below. 

We can accept the following file formats:

Adobe Illustrator (AI) - up to version CS 2

All documents need to be saved as EPS or AI file.  If any images are used, please make sure that the images are 

embedded in the document and placed at 100% with a minimum resolution of 300 dpi. Please convert all used 

font types to outlines.

Adobe Photoshop (PSD) - up to version CS 2

 All documents have to be in CMYK (full-colour). Save the images as TIF, PSD or EPS files.  Please convert (raster) 

all font-layers to pixels.

Quark Xpress - up to version 6.0

Please include all used images and font types along with the document.

Colour:

 The printing process is in CMYK (full-colour).  All PMS colours will be converted to CMYK colour mode. 

This will cause visual color changes.

Magic CubeInfo Pen Q-Boxx

Magic Credit Card Magic Pyramid Key-Maze

3 mm overlap for label

Tulip in a Can template (actual size)
 
Size = 211 x 65 mm
Actual size = 208 x 65 mm
Bleed = 3 mm
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